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Yet once more! Hebrews 10.26
Yet once more indicates a removal of the things that are shakeable that the unshakable May
remain. For we are receiving a kingdom which cannot be shaken. Not one of earth.
It is the removal of the things that are made being an expiration of all of the things that were
spoken in the first six days.
It is the our purpose in this age of time and matter to make this transition and only in this age. For
those who do not acquire God in This Way received nothing. It is in this age that if we do not
become word, we do not become His offspring because in the beginning the Son was the word and
the Word was with God and Word was God. It is as we take the sound bites of God broken down
and displayed in the gospel and reassemble it in ourselves being the assembly of the things that
are dispersed being put back together inside of us, in our understanding that we return to the
father. In this way his word does not return void. We the elect fill that void. We cross it. We are
being transformed into the self same image by the Glory to the Glory as by the spirit, now in this
time. Unless the god of this age has blinded you to this truth. We receive the things the Word has
said. It says God. They come to us and make their home in us and fulfill John 16.
When the Son goes to the father he takes with him us. We who are "in Christ", In the word, we
become word. The scriptures re-script us, and in this way we become godly, godlike but not piously
religious.
Those of us who have woken from our adamic Slumber and put on Christ, we are in a new
Awakening in a new place in a new time zone. A timelessness. Having eyes to see and ears to
hear of another nature being spirit and truth.
So those who are looking for another coming Jesus, Be He a physicality of a man or some kind of
an entity like an angel, are confused. Men and angels were made afterwards and have nothing to
do with the Eternal Realm that made them. Meaning if we percieve Christ only as a man or an
embodiment like an angel with perimeters we do not know him in his true consruct and we really do
not know God for in the Son dwells the fullness of the godhead body and it has been given us to us
to be complete in Him like Him.
So the mandates of scripture is to put on Christ the Son of God, the Word of God. He is the way
and the truth and the life because after everything that can be shaken is removed the only thing left
to remain is that which is from the beginning. From before the beginning, the before time. His place
without boundaries and time zones is what we've come to know. What we become and what we
must become is this Timeless entity. And because God in His original composition is all
information. His genetics. He was broken down into little sound bites. But him reassembled in our
mind and only in our mind is a construct of himself this we must do after everything that can be
shaken is shaking for the Eternal to remain if we do not put on the Eternal while we can, then we
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will have nothing.
Revelation 22.10 And he saith unto me, Seal not the sayings of the prophecy of this book: for the
time is at hand. (Even now to you)
11 He that is unjust, let him be unjust still: and he which is filthy, let him be filthy still: and he that is
righteous, let him be righteous still: and he that is holy, let him be holy still.
Tick tock.
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